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An experimental and modeling based investigation into the high
stoichiometric flow rates required in direct methanol fuel cells
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Abstract

Direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) characteristically require high stoichiometric flow rates in order to optimize their performance.
Experiments and modeling were performed in order to provide an improved understanding of the physical basis of this requirement. Anode
side modeling suggests that high stoichiometry is necessary to keep the carbon dioxide (CO2) gaseous volumetric generation rate to a fraction
of the overall anode flow rate such that CO2 gaseous clogging may not result. This requires anode stoichiometries generally greater than
2 ted to poor
c conditions.
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0, and higher with increasing molarity. Cathode side modeling and measurements show that saturated exit air is directly rela
ell performance. The modeling suggests that the cathode side mass transfer effect is quite strong despite the laminar flow
toichiometries greater than 5 are seen to reduce the cell’s exit relative humidity (RH) and improve cell performance.
ublished by Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

Direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) are being considered
s portable power sources in both military and commercial
pplications due to their attractive power to weight ratio cou-
led with the high energy density of methanol fuel. Unfor-

unately, in order to increase DMFC power output, both the
node and cathode reactant streams need to be forced often
ia pumps. This situation is made additionally less attrac-
ive when coupled with the high stoichiometric fuel and air
equirements associated with DMFCs. It is characteristic to
ee flow rates into DMFCs at 10–100 times the basic stoichio-
etric requirement in order to optimize performance. Thus,

arge pumps are required to provide these high flow rates with
heir associated significant parasitic losses. Thus, the balance
f plant (BOP) can become quite large for DMFC systems.

With the future hope of reducing these BOP requirements,
his study looks into the physical reasons required for high
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flow rates in DMFCs. On the anode side, carbon dio
(CO2) gas clogging is a practical reason often provided
why DMFCs require high methanol–water flow rates.
cessive cathode side humidity effects are believed to le
gas diffusion layer (GDL) flooding at low air flow rates n
stoichiometric. Both these effects have the potential to
duce fuel cell electrical output. This study seeks to qua
and measure these effects that may be leading to high
rate requirements in DMFCs. Where measurements ar
possible, physically based modeling is employed to pro
additional insights and interpret the experimental result

Much excellent research has gone into DMFC anode
behavior. Yang et al.[1] have observed gaseous CO2 behav-
ior in a transparent cell. They saw increased CO2 vapor slugs
with increasing current densities, which could be reduce
length with higher anode flow rates, but leading to hig
crossover. Cell orientation was also important for mana
CO2 behavior. Scott et al.[2] looked at the combined e
fect of CO2 and gaseous methanol from the anode str
discovering that a significant amount of fuel-methanol
leave the fuel cell unreacted at higher operating temp
378-7753/$ – see front matter. Published by Elsevier B.V.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2004.11.025
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Nomenclature

BOP balance of plant
C concentration
CO2 carbon dioxide
DMFC direct methanol fuel cell
F Faraday’s constant
GDL gas diffusion layer
I current (A)
m mass flow rate
M molarity
MEA membrane electrode assembly
MW molecular weight
P pressure
Pt platinum
Re Reynolds number
RH relative humidity
Ru ruthenium
Sh Sherwood number
V–I voltage–current polarization curve

Greek letter
λ stoichiometry (actual flow rate/required flow

rate)

Subscripts
airin air into fuel cell cathode
airout air out of fuel cell cathode
c concentration
CO2 carbon dioxide
H2O water
m methanol
O2 oxygen
sat saturated
vap vapor

tures. Operational methanol–water molarity would also like
to be increased to improve DMFC power density, however
methanol crossover is a significant issue[3–5]. On the cath-
ode side, studies have characterized that high flow rates of
air are necessary to maximize DMFC electrical power out-
put [6,7]. When high air flow rates are coupled within the
system’s design, the size and effectiveness of a cathode side
condenser is significant in order to maintain a neutral wa-
ter balance[8]. In the following, further experimental and
modeling insights are provided into the high flow rates char-
acteristic of DMFCs.

2. Experimental apparatus and method

Two different commercially available direct methanol sin-
gle cell fuel cells (Giner and Lynntech) were used in this

study. They were connected to a Lynntech Methanol test
stand in the following experiments. The test stand managed
the cathode-side (air) flow rate as well as the anode side
(methanol–water) flow rate and temperature. Cell temper-
ature was controlled by the anode flow stream using a di-
lute methanol–water mixture in the range of 0.25–2 M (molar
methanol). Fuel cell load (either desired current, voltage or
power) could be automatically or manually controlled by the
test stand. An external Agilent milliohm (m�) meter mea-
sured the cell’s resistance. For all testing, the fuel cell was
oriented vertically with the anode stream flowing from the
cell’s lower side to upper side to aid in CO2 transfer out of
the cell, and the cathode stream flowing from the cell’s upper
side to lower side to aid in liquid water transport out of the
cell. A Vaisala high humidity detector (HMP 240) as well as
a moist environment CO2 (Vaisala GMT 220) detector were
attached at the fuel cells’ cathode side outlet.

The Lynntech DMFC MEA (membrane electrode assem-
bly) contained 4 mg cm−2 of Pt–Ru catalyst on the anode
electrode, with a 4 mg cm−2 Pt cathode side loading. The base
membrane was Nafion 117. ELAT (Teflon impregnated car-
bon paper) was used for the cathode GDL (gas diffusion layer)
while carbon cloth was used for the anode GDL. The flow
channels (0.8 mm wide with 0.8 mm spacing), which also
functioned as the current collector plates, were cut in stain-
less steel end plates (built in-house) and were gold plated.
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oth the anode and cathode side flow channels were o
llel flow. The cells’ active area was 50 cm2. The overall cel
esistance was 7.5 m�.

The Giner single cell DMFC contained an 80 cm2 active
rea MEA with catalyst loadings of 4 mg cm−2 Pt–Ru on the
node and 4 mg cm−2 Pt on the cathode. A Nafion-117 me
rane was at the center of the MEA and carbon paper pro

he cells’ GDLs with the cathode GDL having an additio
eflon coating for water management. Fiberglass end p
eld the copper current collector plates which were in d
ontact with the carbon based flow channel plates. The ov
iner single cell’s resistance was 4.5 m� as measured at th
urrent collector plates. The anode and cathode flow cha
machined into the carbon flow channel plates) were pa
ow, with the cathode carbon plate pattern using pins ins
f channels to contact both the GDL and carbon flow cha
late.

The fuel cells were operated with fuel molarities fr
.25 to 2.0 M with de-ionized water–methanol temperat
and fuel cell temperatures) from 45 to 75◦C across a rang
f stoichiometries (λ = actual reactant flow rate/flow rate
uired for complete reactant consumption, where the a
eactant was a methanol–water mixture, and the cathod
ctant was air, in this study). Laboratory ambient bottle
as used for the cathode reactant stream. Voltage–cu
V–I) sweeps were performed at the various experime
onditions, as well as manual testing at higher current l
ngs. Back pressure was not used in this study, thus
eactant streams operated just slightly above atmosp
ressure.
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Methanol crossover measurements were performed on
both DMFCs tested using the procedure outlined in Ref.[5].
The Giner cell’s crossover current was approximately con-
stant with load at 25 mA cm−2. The Lynntech MEA had a
higher methanol crossover increasing from 30 to 70 mA cm−2

with increasing load. These data were used in the DMFC
model below.

3. Model description

It was desired in this study to quantify physical effects that
may lead to high stoichiometric flow requirements in DM-
FCs. Thus on the anode side, gaseous CO2 behavior is char-
acterized, as CO2 clogging is believed to be a performance
inhibitor. On the cathode side, GDL flooding from exces-
sively humid cathode air flow is characterized and measured.

A basic physically based DMFC model was developed
and then coded in FORTRAN. The main physical principal
of this code revolves around Faraday’s electrochemical law:
the number of moles of a substance produced at an electrode
is proportional to the number of moles of electrons transferred
at that electrode.

The following two equations show Faraday’s law as ap-
plied to the anode (methanol–water) consumption and the
cathode (air–oxygen) consumption, respectively:
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that the cathode air stream can hold (e.g. 100% RH – sat-
urated air). This maximum amount of water vapor in air is
compared against the results from the mass conservation of
water in the cathode side. Water comes into the cathode as a
function of the inlet relative humidity, which was zero in this
study due to the bottled air. Water is formed from the normal
fuel cell reaction and the fuel crossover reaction. These are
added together to provide the net water out of the cathode
side.Pvap,satis the saturated water vapor pressure at the spec-
ified cell exit temperature andPcathode(equal to 1 atm for this
study) is the cathode air pressure:

ṁH2O-vap,airout

= ṁairout
MWH2O

MWair

Pvap,sat(Tout,cathode)

Pcathode− Pvap,sat(Tout,cathode)
(3)

Additionally, oxygen is consumed so the air out of the cath-
ode side of the fuel cell is reduced in oxygen concentration.
This factor must also be taken into account, and is shown
in the equation below whereλair and CO2 are the cathode
air stoichiometry and ambient concentration of oxygen in air
(21%), respectively.F is the Faraday’s constant:

ṁairout = ṁairin − ṁO2-consumed

=
(

λair

CO2
MWair − MWO2

)
I

4F
(4)
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= MWm (32 gm/molm)I(A = C/s)

(6e−/molecm)(6.023e+ 23molecm/molm)

(1.602e− 19C/e−)

(1)

ṁO2,consumed(gO2
/s)

= MWO2 (32 gO2
/molO2)I(A = C/s)

(6e−/1.5molecO2)(6.023e+ 23molecO2/molO2)

(1.602e− 19C/e−)

(2)

t can be seen that fuel cell current (I) is an input to these equ
ions. MW is the molecular weight of the sub-scripted sp
m: methanol, O2: oxygen, H2O: water). Equations simila
o these are used for water consumption and carbon
de formation of the anode side, and water formation on
athode side. Fuel crossover is a model calibration item
as measured from experimental results, and is mode
onjunction with Faraday’s Law to provide additional wa
lus CO2 formed on the cathode side as a result of cross
ass conservation is then performed on each species tr
n each side of the modeled MEA.

As discussed earlier, cathode side humidity behavi
elieved critical to DMFC operation. The MEA needs to
oist but not too wet. A water accounting is performe
etermine the cell’s exit relatively humidity (RH), and if s
rated, then how much liquid water is expected to exit
ell. Eqs.(3)–(5) [9], reflect the maximum amount of wa
hus, the maximum amount of water vapor that the ex
tream can hold is shown in

ṁH2O-vap,airout

=
(

λair

CO2
− 1

)
MWH2O

Pvap,sat(Tout,cathode)

Pcathode− Pvap,sat(Tout,cathode)

I

4F
(5)

q.(5). The model determined actual water out of the cath
s then compared to this. If the water mass is greater, the
mount of liquid precipitate in the cathode cell is determi

f the actual water is less, then the exit relative humidity
e determined.

Conventional heat transfer channel flow correlations[10]
re used for both the liquid-anode side behavior as we

he gaseous-cathode airside of the fuel cell. This heat tra
ub-model was calibrated to the actual cell exit temperat
he heat transfer sub-model assumes pure water on the
ide and pure air on the cathode side since both stream
ery dilute mixtures in practice. It is interesting to note
ue to the small channel sizes, the flow through the fue
late channels is laminar.

. Results

.1. Anode stream

Very high stoichiometries are frequently used for
ethanol–water flow stream. Often from 10 up to 100 ti
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the base stoichiometric requirement is used to maximize cell
performance. Direct measurement is very difficult on the an-
ode stream due to its two phase nature, especially at high
loads. At higher current densities, substantial volumes in
the form of vapor slugs of CO2 (including possibly some
methanol vapor as well[2]) are observed emanating from the
anode exit via clear tubing that returns the anode stream to
the test stand. In between these vapor slugs are the slugs of
liquid methanol–water that are not consumed by the reacting
fuel cell. While this behavior appears mostly random, it is
clear to the experimental observer that as current densities
are increased, the frequency and volume of these CO2 vapor
slugs increases. Due to the complexities of measuring this two
phase behavior, the above DMFC model is used to interpret
this anode reactant stream behavior, and then is compared to
some empirical results.

Fig. 1 shows the model predicted gaseous CO2 volume
flow rate due to anode CO2 generation divided by the liquid
anode flow rate for different water–methanol molarities at a
cell temperature of 60◦C. A reference line is also shown at
which point the volumetric flow rate of CO2 is equal to the
anode stream volumetric flow rate (1 on the ordinate). When
the CO2 generation rate is larger than the anode flow rate (or-
dinate > 1) it can be expected that gaseous CO2 clogging will
result in the anode flow channels due to the dominance of
volumetric CO relative to the base liquid methanol–water
r to
t s re-
d t
h 20.
A ome-
t w
t due
t ions
a

F to
a rent
m

Fig. 2. Giner single cell data (60◦C): fuel stoichiometry as a function of
current density at various molarities.

Experimental Giner single cell results are shown inFig. 2
for cell operation on different fuel molarities.V–I sweeps
were performed using the test stand, and the resulting fuel sto-
ichiometry versus current density is shown in the figure. The
anode stream flow rate was set to be constant during the sweep
and for all the molarities tested, thus the experimental results
show decreasing stoichiometry with increasing current draw
from the cell. It is seen that for a given cell current density
(e.g. constant CO2 formation rate), the associated stoichiome-
try increases with increasing methanol molarity. For example,
with a cell current draw of 100 mA cm−2, the 0.25 M anode
stream is operating at a stoichiometry of 20, whereas the 2 M
anode stream is operating with a stoichiometry of approxi-
mately 160, where the eight-fold increase is due to the eight-
fold methanol concentration increase. For a specified CO2
generation rate and fixed anode stream flow, the anode side
model behavior is in agreement with these experimental data,
requiring larger stoichiometries for higher molarity fuels.

Fig. 3showsV–I curves for the Giner single cell at differ-
ent anode flow rates using a 0.5 M anode stream at 60◦C. It
is seen that for an anode stream flow of 32 cm3 min−1 (and to

F of
c

2
eactant. In order to have CO2 generation rates relative
he anode flow rate that are much less than 1, and thu
uce this gaseous CO2 vapor dominance,Fig. 1predicts tha
igh stoichiometries are required, roughly greater than
s methanol molarities increase, the associated stoichi

ry necessary to keep the CO2 generation rate much belo
he base flow rate increases significantly. This effect is
o the higher reactivity with higher methanol concentrat
nd the associated increased generation of CO2 gas.

ig. 1. Model predicted gaseous CO2 volumetric flow rate normalized
node volumetric flow rate as a function of anode stoichiometry for diffe
olarities.
ig. 3. Giner single cell data (60◦C): fuel stoichiometry as a function
urrent density for various anode flow rates.
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a lesser extent at 45 cm3 min−1) at all cell currents, the cell
voltage is poorer than with higher anode flow rates and stoi-
chiometries. For example at a given operating stoichiometry,
cell current density performance increases tremendously due
to the higher flow rates. Alternatively, at a given cell cur-
rently density output, for example 50 mA cm−2, cell voltage
performance is very poor until higher anode flow rates are
used (60 cm3 min−1 and above). This corresponds to anode
stoichiometries greater than 50. From the above anode side
modeling results this requires that the CO2 generation rate is
less than 1/4 of the anode flow rate.

Anode side CO2 model predicted behavior at different cell
and anode stream temperatures shows very little change in the
predicted performance ofFig. 1 due to the very small fluid
density changes in moving the cell temperature from 45 to
75◦C. However, cell performance drops significantly with
decreasing temperature most likely due to kinetic effects.

4.2. Cathode stream

Model predicted cathode exit humidity is shown inFig. 4
for four different cell operating temperatures. As expected,
with higher operating temperatures the cathode air stream
will be able to hold more water in the vapor form, and thus
have a lower relative humidity for a given air flow. Ref.[11]
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Fig. 5. Lynntech single cell data: RH and cell voltage vs. air stoichiometry
at various operating temperatures.

stream is saturated at 100% RH, and the cell voltage drops
to very poor levels for all three operating temperatures. As
expected, it can be seen that at 45◦C, the air is able to hold
less water in the vapor form as compared to 60◦C and thus is
saturated for all the air stoichiometries tested. Alternatively,
at 75◦C, the cathode air stream can hold significantly more
water in the vapor form, and thus it tends to have lower RH at
its exit as compared to other operating temperatures for the
same stoichiometry. The data clearly shows decreased cell
performance with saturated or near saturated exit cathode
air.

Further experiments were performed using the Giner
DMFC while measuring the cathode’s exit stream with a high
humidity detector.Fig. 6shows the results from the Giner sin-
gle cell operating at 60◦C with current densities of 50 and
80 mA cm−2. Air stoichiometry is varied with all other ex-
perimental parameters held constant. It can be seen that as
the air flow rate is increased the cell’s cathode exit stream
decreases modestly from water saturated air (100% relative
humidity, RH) to approximately 95% RH at stoichiometries
approaching 20. Thus higher airflows do prevent full satura-
tion of the water in the airflow from occurring. At the low

F -
e

etails the desired operating RH to be between 85 and
or polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells. It is
eresting to note that the minimum predicted stoichiomet
chieve this desired range decreases rapidly with incre
perating temperature fromλair = 9 at 45◦C to λair = 2 for
5◦C. At an operating temperature of 90◦C, the model pre
icts that excessive drying may result.

RH measurements from the Lynntech DMFC single
re shown inFig. 5as a function of operating temperature
ir stoichiometry. As a general trend, and predicted by
odel, cell exit RH decreases with increased operating
erature. At low air stoichiometries (λair < 5) the exit cathod

ig. 4. Model predicted cathode side exit RH as a function of air stoich
try at various operating temperatures.
ig. 6. Giner single cell data (60◦C): RH and cell voltage vs. air stoichiom
try at various current densities. Model predicted RH is also shown.
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Fig. 7. Giner single cell data (60◦C): air stoichiometry as a function of
current density for various cathode air flow rates.

air stoichiometries with the fully saturated airflow at 100%
RH, it can be seen that cell voltage is falling, especially at
the lower current density. This effect is believed to be the
cathode GDL flooding, in which liquid water is coating the
GDL and prevents the reactant oxygen from diffusing to the
cathode catalyst surface.

Also shown inFig. 6 is the model predicted RH for both
current densities. The water sources that contribute to this
model predicted RH come from the cathode water forma-
tion mechanisms due to the cell reaction as well as crossover
effects. It is evident that the model significantly under pre-
dicts the exit streams’ RH. This suggests that significant water
mass transfer is occurring from the moist GDL to the cathode
air stream. Using Reynolds’ analogy between heat and mass
transfer, heat transfer correlations converted to mass transfer
Sherwood numbers (Sh) were analyzed for pipe and channel
flows, however, they too significantly under predicted the exit
stream’s RH. Correlations in whichSh∼Ren, wheren was
1.5–2.0 showed success in matching the model predictions to
the experimental results, however the correlations were sen-
sitive to the specific fuel cell and operating conditions. It is
interesting that such a strong Reynolds number mass transfer
effect is likely active in this laminar flow situation. In order
to achieve this measured high level of RH from the fuel cell
at high air stoichiometries, the mass transfer must be a strong
effect with increasing Reynolds number.
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5. Conclusions

Anode side model predictions suggest that in order to
keep the CO2 volumetric generation rate significantly be-
low the anode volumetric flow rate, stoichiometries greater
than 20 are required. For a given CO2 formation rate the
model predicts that even higher fuel stoichiometries are nec-
essary with increasing water–methanol molarities. These re-
sults are corroborated by the empirical testing which showed
that low anode stream flow rates with all other variables
held constant can result in poor cell output. Very high
stoichiometries (>20) were necessary to achieve optimized
performance.

Direct measurement of the cathode’s exit stream re-
vealed that water saturated air exit streams result in poor
fuel cell performance. These saturated exit streams result
from low air stoichiometries (λair < 5). Model predictions
showed similar trends with air stoichiometries and operat-
ing temperature, however, significant water mass transfer
effects are believed to be occurring in order for the model
RH predictions to approach the relative humidity measure-
ments.
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Finally, Fig. 7 shows the experimental results from
iner DMFC in whichV–I sweeps were performed at diff
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